Pierre and Lara enter the maze
Lara: Pierre, are you sure this isn’t another wild goose race? Maybe your brothers and sisters
and your grandmother are just waiting there for you!
Pierre: No, Lara. I can’t risk just waiting to see if they wait for too long in the place at the end of
the maze, then come looking for me and find me. No, I have to go to where my grandmother
said to go for help if she and my family disappear, and she told me to go back to the other side
of the river, so that's where I'm going. My grandmother experienced wolves before, and it was
hard for her surviving with the trauma of wolves. If she had actually been hurt then I am
extremely worried.
Lara: oh. WAIT- I hear something… I can sniff something…
Old Man Punch approaches from behind and catches them in a trap, and suddenly they are
high in a tree.
Lara: Grrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
Old Man Punch then claws at his face, then takes off his human face which turns out to be a
mask and takes off his human skin which covers his true form. He’s actually a wolf.
Pierre: YOU! You were the wolf that attempted to kill my grandmother.
Old Man Punch (remembering): oh yes yes. She would’a made an excellent dessert I say, eh?
(Old Man punch’s mouth begins to water) Oh yes, I would’a served her with whipped cream with
extra sugar and fat and I would have red wine with it. I must admit that pretending bein’ a
human does make me settle for a mix of wolf and human foods, and I have taken quite a liking
to red wine. If only your stupid second cousin Little Red Riding Hood didn’t hinder me of having
my excellent meal.
Lara: Grrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
Lara attempts breaking the net while Pierre is looking for a short cut, or another way other than
physical force to release them.
Old Man Punch: Hahahahaha! Try to release yourselves! I could watch all day, this will be
entertaining!
Lara: Grrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
Pierre reaches through a hole in the net then grabs a lamp and smashes it. Old Man Punch then
out of surprise lets go of the rope that holds them up in the trap and then falls to the ground.

Pierre then puts the net around Old Man Punch and yanks it then ties it to another tree so Old
Man Punch is mid-air, stuck in his own trap.

